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Abstract

Rodent Model Tools

Hans Antehed

This thesis involves the development and implementation of technical systems and a
theoretical method used in mechanistic research on the disease “Acute Quadriplegia
Myopathy (AQM)”. AQM is a serious respirator-demanding acute generalised
paralysis, which usually leads to deterioration of the patient’s muscles. The
mechanisms behind this condition in humans are not fully understood and a rodent
model would be desirable. Such a rodent model would preferably include
measurement equipment, a ventilator and a servo system used to move a paralysed
rodent’s distal hind limb back and forth. In this way the biochemical effects of
mechanical loading can be evaluated. The present project comprises the update of the
present ventilator system’s control and the construction of a servo system. Both the
control of the ventilator and the servo system are handled by a detached device called
“Pointe Controller”, which once programmed, runs independently from computer
control. The construction of the servo system also included the building of a servo
driver, a special foot pedal used to move the rodent’s distal hind limb, and devices
used to integrate the different systems. Further, a theoretical analysis method called
sinusoidal analysis used to study single muscle fibres’ biophysical properties has been
implemented by the programming of calculation programs in MATLAB. The Pointe
Controller’s functionality has been validated, and the preliminary results from the
sinusoidal analysis are presently being evaluated.
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Sammanfattning 
“Acute Quadriplegia Myopathy (AQM)” är en allvarlig typ av förlamning som kan inträffa 
vid farmakologisk intensivvårdsbehandling av till exempel astmaattacker. Det innebär att 
patienterna måste ventileras i en respirator under lång tid och AQM karakteriseras av generell 
muskelförlamning och uttalad muskelförtvining. Då de bakomliggande mekanismerna till 
detta sjukdomstillstånd inte är kända, använder sig professor Lars Larsson och hans 
forskargrupp av en djurmodell för att bland annat studera huruvida mekanisk stimulering av 
musklerna skulle kunna förhindra muskelnedbrytningen. En försöksråtta sövs ner och försätts 
i farmakologisk förlamning, varvid en specialbyggd respirator sköter andningen och ett servo 
rör råttans ena ben fram och tillbaka. Försöksmodellen omfattar då olika typer av 
mätutrustning, en respirator samt ett servosystem som sköter muskelaktiveringen. 
 
Syftet med detta projekt var att uppdatera styrningen av respiratorn då den tidigare styrdes av 
en PC som riskerar att haka upp sig, samt konstruera servosystemet. Projektet omfattade 
också införandet av en ny analysmetod med hjälp av beräkningsprogram i MATLAB, som går 
ut på att man utsätter enskilda muskelfibrer för oscillationer i form av sinusvågor vid olika 
frekvenser. Därefter analyseras fibrernas biofysiska egenskaper utifrån deras längd- och 
kraftförändringar som svar på oscillationerna. Programmen ska således generera olika plottar 
som avläses och analyseras. 
 
Genom att använda en industriell controller, ”Pointe Controller”, kunde både styrningen av 
respiratorn och servot skötas oberoende av någon PC.  Detta medför stabilare styrsystem. För 
att kunna styra servot krävdes det att en styrkrets till servot tillverkades som skapar de 
speciella fyrkantsvågor som servot behöver för att kunna styras. Genom att låta Pointe 
Controllern variera en likströmsspänning till styrkretsen skapar den olika fyrkantsvågor som 
ger varierande vinkelutslag på servot. En speciell fotplatta som råttans fot fästes mot 
behövdes också tillverkas liksom annan utrustning som används för att montera servot och 
Pointe Controllern på laboratoriet. För respiratorn fungerar Pointe Controllern i princip som 
en strömbrytare, vars av- och på- slagningar gör att 5 volts pulser skickas till respiratorn 
varvid dess ventiler öppnas och stängs. 
 
Tester visar att styrningen av respiratorn fungerar utmärkt liksom styrningen av servot. Ett 
växelströmsbrus på styrspänningen från Pointe Controllern till servots styrkrets finns dock 
vilket gör att servot rycker till ibland. För att få en helt och hållet mjuk rörelse behövs 
troligtvis något sorts filter som reducerar bruset. Praktiska modifieringar av servosystemet är 
rekommenderade såsom konstruktion av en ny monteringsplatta för servot, liksom en mer 
ergonomiskt utformad fotplatta som minskar risken för skavsår. 
 
Beräkningsprogrammen för sinusanalyserna verkar också fungera tillfredsställande. Dock har 
inte de preliminära resultaten från den biofysiska analysen av de plottar programmen 
genererar kommit än, varvid det är för tidigt att bedöma huruvida programmen egentligen 
fungerar på rätt sätt. Om programmen visar sig göra det, skall de snarast byggas ut för att 
bland annat reducera störningar och brus. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Medical background 
Twenty-five years ago, a case of acute generalised paralysis (quadriplegia) in a young woman 
was for the first time described in a short case report in the Lancet1. This patient was treated 
for an acute status asthmaticus attack that could not be treated in the emergency room so the 
patient was transferred to the intensive care unit (ICU) where she was given high dose 
systemic corticosteroid treatment. To ensure oxygenation of the central nervous system, she 
was mechanically ventilated and pharmacologically paralysed with a non-depolarising 
neuromuscular blocking agent.1 The quadriplegia lasted for a long time, several weeks, but 
finally went into regression and the patient recovered normal muscle force. During the last 15 
years this form of quadriplegia has received increased scientific attention and it has been 
given many different names such as Acute Quadriplegia Myopathy (AQM), critical illness 
myopathy, myosin loss myopathy etc. In spite of the increased interest in AQM, the causative 
agents are not fully understood but the combination of systemic corticosteroid hormone 
treatment, mechanical ventilation, sepsis, pharmacological paralysis, and muscle unloading 
have been suggested to play important etiological roles. Today there are a large number of 
patients who have acquired this serious complication of modern intensive care, and it is 
considered to be the most common type of induced paralysis in the ICU.  In spite of the 
increased awareness of this myopathy, affecting all limb and trunk muscles but typically 
sparing craniofacial muscles, many patients are still being misdiagnosed. The frequency of 
AQM is probably highly underestimated and pro- and retrospective studies have shown that 
30 % of all patients with acute status asthmaticus attacks, who receive this type of treatment, 
get a generalised muscle deterioration and half of those a total quadriplegia.2 3  
 
During the last decade Professor Lars Larsson and his associates have identified more than 50 
patients with AQM within the Uppsala-Stockholm region. The first patient was described in 
“Läkartidningen”4 and all these patients have a complete or partial loss of the molecular 
motor protein myosin and other myosin associated proteins in common. Electron microscopic 
studies from these patients show that the myosin filament is missing completely in the worst 
affected patients. By using different cell and molecular biology methods Larson et al. have 
shown that this is related to a blockade of the myosin synthesis on the gene level.5 
 
The aim of Larsson et al.’s research on AQM is to have a detailed understanding of 
underlying mechanisms, develop sensitive diagnostic methods and develop efficient 
intervention strategies. Cell/molecular physiological mechanisms of AQM have recently been 
described and a sensitive biochemical diagnostic method has been developed and is used 
routinely at Uppsala University hospital.  The present project is focussing on a specific aspect 

                                                 
1 MacFarlane IA & Rosenthal FD, Severe myopathy after status ashtmaticus (Lancet 1977), II:615 
2 Leatherman J.W, Fluegel, W.L, Davis, W.S, Davies, S.F and Iber, C, Muscle weakness in mechanically 
ventilated patients with severe asthma (Am.J.Respir.Crit.Care Med., 1996), 153:1686-1690 
3 Larsson, Lars, Personal communication (3.3.2007) 
4 Larsson L & Roland A, Farmakautlöst tetrapares orsakad av myosinförlust hos en intensivvårdspatient 
(Läkartidningen 1996), 23:2249-2254 
5 Larsson L, Li X, Edström L, Eriksson Li, Zackrisson H, Argentini C and Schiaffino S, Acute quadraplegia and 
loss of muscle thick filament proteins in man after treatment with non- depolarizing neuromuscular blocking 
agents (NBM) and corticosteroids (CS). Underlying cellular and molecular mechanisms (Critical Care Medicin, 
2000), 28:34-45 
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of an experimental AQM model and interventions strategy, i.e., the improvement of a rodent 
respirator and servo systems for unilateral mechanical muscle loading.6  

1.1.1 Basic muscle physiology 
There are three types of muscles present in the body: skeletal, heart and smooth muscle. 
Skeletal muscle could be described as the body’s largest organ and it constitutes 
approximately 45 % of the body weight. Activation and contraction of muscles result in forces 
which, together with external forces (e.g. gravity), generates movement allowing us to move, 
breathe and swallow.7 
 
Muscles consist of muscle cells, or muscle fibres. The muscle fibres are arranged in bundles 
(fascicles) with 10-20 fibres in each fascicle.  The fascicles are separated from each other by 
connective tissue. The muscle has an origin and insertion with a fibrous (tendon) attachment 
at both ends. A single fibre can extend from one tendon to the other which means that the 
fibre can become several decimetres long, but most muscle fibres are significantly shorter 
than the muscle. In addition to the fibres, a muscle also contains blood vessels and different 
type of nerve fibres. A human muscle fibre has a diameter of 40 – 80 μm. It is surrounded by 
a cell membrane (the sarcolemma) which is reinforced with connective tissue. On the inside 
of the membrane is the cytoplasm which is called sarcoplasm or myoplasm. Each muscle fibre 
contains approximately one thousand contractile threads called myofibrils, which have a 
diameter of approximately 1 μm.8  
 
The myofibril shows a cross-striation pattern, i.e., repetitive dark and light bands. As the 
myofibrils are arranged in phase, the whole fibre has the same pattern with dark and light 
stripes alternating, since two types of protein myofilaments build up the myofibril. These two 
filaments are actin (which are thin) and myosin, which are thick. Together they form the 
muscle cell’s smallest functional unit, the sarcomere. So a myofibril consists of several 
connected sarcomeres. The actin filament, which gives the lighter colour, is connected to the 
Z –band, which constitutes the border between two sarcomeres. The myosin filament or the 
A-band, which gives the darker colour, is located in the middle between the Z-bands. The 
length of the A- band doesn’t change during lengthening or shortening of the muscle because 
the movement happens between the actin and myosin filaments. This is called “the sliding 
filament” mechanism. Further, the protein titin acts like a skeleton in the sarcomere, and also 
provides its elasticity. It is the body’s largest protein and one titin molecule stretches from one 
Z- band to the middle of the sarcomere, so it is indeed very long. Titin also plays an important 
role for intracellular signalling triggered by stretching and it also acts like a structural 
template for the myosin filaments regulating the length of the thick filament.9     

1.1.2 Present and previous research  
Skeletal muscle is characterised by an enormous capacity to adapt to external influences, such 
physical exercise, disuse, microgravity, chronic electrical stimulation and hormone treatment.   
The effects of mechanical loading on skeletal muscle structure and function remain 
controversial.10 On the one hand, protein synthesis measured as incorporation of 13C leucine 
in response to 27 minutes intermittent stretch did not result in a significant effect on protein 

                                                 
6 Larsson (3.3.2007) 
7 Lännergren J, Ulfendayl M, Lundeberg T and Westerblad H, Fysiologi (Lund: Studentlitteratur, 1996) p. 153 
8 Lännergren et al, p 155 
9 Lännergren et al, p 155-156 
10 Larsson (3.3.2007) 
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synthesis in humans11. On the other hand, a Brazilian article published in December 2006 
demonstrates that short bouts of stretching of rat’s soleus muscle (calf muscle) increase the 
levels of different transcription factors, such as myo-D, myostatin and atrogin-1. They studied 
this by performing single sessions of stretching and also repeated daily sessions of stretching 
over one week, and found a positive correlation between passive stretching and an increased 
gene expression of “factors associated with muscle growth (myo-D), negative regulation of 
muscle mass (myostatin), and atrophy (atrogin-1), indicating muscle remodelling through 
different pathways.”12   
 
Preliminary results from the rat AQM model show similar changes in myofibrillar protein and 
gene expression in intercostal muscles and the limb muscle in response to neuromuscular 
blocking (NMB) and mechanical ventilation, despite the fact that the animals were 
mechanically ventilated, suggesting chronic mechanical activation of both intercostals and the 
diaphragm.13 However, it has been repeatedly shown that several genes involved in muscle 
protein synthesis and degradation signalling pathways are affected by stretch, such as insulin-
like growth factor (IGF-I), fibroblast growth factor, myogenic regulatory factor, and c-jun 14 
15 16 17 18.  Although, the mechanosensory mechanisms underlying changes in gene 
transcription and expression are not fully understood, the link between mechanical strain and 
regulation of myofibrillar protein synthesis and degradation involve multiple signalling 
pathways with sensors associated with sarcomeric proteins (e.g. titin) and sarcolemma, such 
as focal adhesion kinase (FAK) and mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPK).19 20 21 
Further, it is well known that muscles respond differently to interventions and disease. In 
addition, different muscles respond differently to the same intervention or disease. This is in 
part related to environmental factors, but differences in genetic background between muscles 
are likely to contribute22, and the MAPKs phosphorylation in response to mechanical stretch 

                                                 
11 Fowles JR, MacDougall JD, Tarnopolsky MA, Sale DG, Roy BD and Yarasheski KE, The effects of acute 
passive stretch on muscle protein synthesis in humans (Can J Appl Physiol, 2000), 25:165-180 
12 Peviani SM, Gomes, ARS, Moreria, RFC, Moriscot, AS and Salvini, TF, Short bouts of stretching increase 
myo-D, myostatin and atrogin-1 in rat soleus muscle (Muscle & Nerve Vol.35, Issue 3, 2006), p.363-370 
13 Larsson (3.3.2007) 
14 Goldspink DF, Cox VM, Smith SK, Eaves LA, Osbaldeston NJ, Lee DM, and Mantle D, Muscle growth in 
response to mechanical stimuli (Am J Physiol 268, 1995), 268:E288-297 
15 Lowe DA and Alway SE, 1999: Stretch-induced myogenin, MyoD, and MRF4 expression and acute 
hypertrophy in quail slow-tonic muscle are not dependent upon satellite cell proliferation. Cell Tissue Res 296: 
531-539 
16 McKoy G, Ashley W, Mander J, Yang SY, Williams N, Russell B and Goldsping G, Expression of insulin 
growth factor-1 splice variants and structural genes in rabbit skeletal muscle induced by stretch and stimulation 
(J Physiol 516, 1999), Pt 2:583-592 
17 Mitchell P, Steenstrup T, and Hannon K: Expression of fibroblast growth factor family during postnatal 
skeletal muscle hypertrophy (J Appl Physiol, 1999), 86: 313-319 
18 Perrone CE, Fenwick-Smith D and Vandenburgh HH, Collagen and stretch modulate autocrine secretion of 
insulin-like growth factor-1 and insulin-like growth factor binding proteins from differentiated skeletal muscle 
cells (J Biol Chem, 1995), 270: 2099-2106 
19 Carson JA, Schwartz RJ, and Booth FW, SRF and TEF-1 control of chicken skeletal alpha-actin gene during 
slow-muscle hypertrophy (Am J Physiol, 1996), 270: C1624-1633 
20 Fluck M, Carson JA, Schwartz RJ, and Booth FW, SRF protein is upregulated during stretch-induced 
hypertrophy of rooster ALD muscle (J Appl Physiol, 1999), 86: 1793-1799 
21 Wretman C, Lionikas A, Widegren U, Lannergren J, Westerblad H, and Henriksson J, Effects of concentric 
and eccentric contractions on phosphorylation of MAPK(erk1/2) and MAPK(p38) in isolated rat skeletal muscle 
(J Physiol, 2001), 535: 155-164 
22 Heydeman A ,Huber JM, Demonbreun A, Hadhazy M, and McNally E, Genetic background influences 
muscular dystrophy (Neuromuscul Disord, 2005), 15: 601-609 
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differs between the fast-twitch extensor digitorum longus (EDL) and the slow-twitch soleus23.  
The effects of mechanical loading on regulation of myofibrillar protein synthesis and 
degradation have typically been studied in in vitro models limiting the studies to very short 
observation periods i.e., not allowing studies on the effects at the protein level.  The rat ICU 
model, on the other hand, offers a unique possibility to study the effects of mechanical 
loading on myofibrillar mRNA and protein expression, muscle morphology and muscle 
function without any confounding influence of the muscle membrane depolarization. 

There are other interesting intervention strategies that can be evaluated in this experimental 
model, but the focus of this project is on the ability of mechanical loading to attenuate the 
negative effects of ICU conditions on muscle structure, function, and myofibrillar protein 
expression, by reducing the negative effects of a decreased protein synthesis and increased 
degradation.  If initial long-term experiments show that these interventions are insufficient in 
reducing muscle wasting and weakness, then alternative intervention strategies will be 
explored in the rat model. On the other hand, if these interventions prove to reduce muscle 
wasting and weakness, they could have a direct impact on treatments used at the ICUs.   
 
The m.soleus and m.extensor digitorum longus (EDL) representing slow- and fast-twitch 
muscles, respectively, are the most frequently studied skeletal muscles in the rat. They have 
similar size and are found in the rat's distal hind limb. They are often compared as they have 
similar size and shape. The m.soleus is of the slow-twitch type and a so-called postural 
muscle, i.e., it is engaged in the function to maintain the body position and is therefore 
activated more or less constantly. The EDL, on the other hand, is a so-called 
phasic muscle, which is recruited during short and fast periods. Therefore, these muscles are 
suitable for studies of their different reactions to mechanical stimulation.24  

1.2 Previous rodent ventilator system 

1.2.1 Introduction to the set-up 
Tomas Lindstedt was given the task to construct a respiratory system and setting up necessary 
equipment for measuring physiological data. A program called Spike 2 and a real-time 
computer called Power1401 was set up to control the valves and the other measuring 
equipment, and Spike 2 also runs an on line analysis of the experimental data.25  
 
The respiratory system consists of valves, an airflow system with a mass flow controller, a 
pressure transducer, a CO2 sensor and a vaporiser. The physiological measurements include 
EEG and blood pressure.26 

1.2.2 The Rat’s respiration 
Lindstedt describes the rat’s respiration in the following way: 

“According to Dworkin [1] the ventilation frequency is 72 breaths/min with an inspiratory to expiratory (I:E) 
ratio of 1:2 and a minute volume of 180-220 ml. The PEEP is 1.5 cmH2O. Every 10 minutes the lungs are 
expanded (‘sighed’) at 15 cmH2O. The sigh is to provide some protection against lung injury, atelectasis. 
Lung injuries can also be caused by high tidal volumes and high respiratory and expiratory pressures. The 

                                                 
23 Boppart MD, Hirshman MF, Sakamoto K, Fielding RA, and Goodyear LJ, Static stretch increases c-Jun NH2-
terminal kinase activity and p38 phosphorylation in rat skeletal muscle. Am J Physiol Cell (Physiol, 2001), 280: 
C352-358 
24 Larsson (3.3.2007) 
25 Lindstedt, Tomas, A rodent ventilator using valves controlled by a real-time computer (Uppsala Universitet, 
2005), p. 1 
26 Lindstedt, p.1 
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tidal volumes must therefore be kept on a reasonable level. Experiments indicate that the tidal volume should 
be about 6 ml/kg (rat weight 0.4-0.6 kg gives 2.4-3.6 ml) [10, 11]. The compliance of a rat lung is in the 
order of 0.4 ml/cmH2O [12].” 27 

  
The output signal to the valves from Spike 2 therefore follows the pattern shown in the 
generalised outline below. Note that the x-axis, the time axis, is not proportional since the 
duration of the sigh is exaggerated in the outline. 
 

 
Figure 1- Relationship between the two output signals to the valves.28  

1.2.3 Circuits and connectors for the valves 
The valves are assembled in a metal box together with a control circuit. On the box there is a 
D-SUB contact connected to the control circuit. The valves run on 12 Volts (V) DC and are 
controlled by 5V signals, to open and close the valves.  
 

 
Figure 2. Connection diagram of the valves’ control circuit29 
 
Control signals and operation voltages in the D-SUB contact are arranged according to Fig. 3. 
 
 

                                                 
27 Lindstedt, p.10 
28 Lindstedt, p.2 
29 Lindstedt, p.9 
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Figure 3. The valves’ D-SUB contact connection diagram30 

1.3 Aim of the Master Thesis 
Aim of this project is to develop necessary equipment to facilitate research of the underlying 
mechanisms of the serious disease situation described previously. This involves specific 
modifications of the novel solenoid valve controlled rodent respirator built by Tomas 
Lindstedt , representing an improvement of the mechanical ventilator originally developed by 
Dworkin31, and to develop a servo controlled system for continuous mechanical loading of rat 
hind limb extensor and flexor muscles.  
 
Further, this project includes introduction of a method, sinusoidal analysis, for the biophysical 
studies performed on separate muscle fibres. This involves the development and programming 
of necessary MATLAB programs performing the calculations. If proven to work, the method 
will be applied in studies of single fibres extracted from the mechanically activated muscles.  
 

 
Figure 4. The different tasks of the Master Thesis, shown in their right contexts 

1.4 Methods 
Bio-medical articles and physiology theory will constitute the basic foundation of the medical 
background in this report, along with the supervision and aid of professor Lars Larsson.  
 

                                                 
30 Lindstedt, p.10 
31 Lindstedt, p.1-10 
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Sinusoidal analysis will be in accordance with Kawai and Brandt’s paper.32 Also, necessary 
theoretical material including extensive MATLAB operations will be studied to cope with 
different sub-problems.  
 
Theoretical material concerning analogue electronics, servo driver circuits, IC- circuits and 
basic electro-physical theory will be studied to solve the practical problems. 
 
In addition, Tomas Lindstedt’s Master Thesis from 2005 with necessary technical 
documentation will be used as reference material. 

1.5 Disposition 
In chapter 1, the Introduction chapter, medical background and physiological aspects are 
discussed, along with methods and aim of the project. In chapter 2, the three main parts of the 
project will be described. In addition, the rationale for the different approaches and the 
function of the various computer programs will be presented (for details of the programming 
code see Appendices). In chapter 3 the outcome and the functionality of the three sub-projects 
will be evaluated together with any eventual preliminary results from the ongoing 
biochemical analysis. All plots generated by the computer programs described in chapter 2, 
will also be presented in chapter 3. The results will also be discussed and improvements and 
suggestions for future development will be mentioned for each sub-project. 
 

 
Figure 5. Disposition 

2. Theoretical and practical work 
In cases of software programming in this project; refer to the Appendices for detailed copies 
of the code or flow chart diagrams. 

                                                 
32 Kawai and Brandt, Sinusoidal analysis: a high resolution method for correlating biochemical reactions with 
physiological processes in activated skeletal muscles of rabbit, frog and crayfish (Journal of Muscle Research 
and Cell Motility 1, 1980), p 279 
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2.1 Sinusoidal analysis 

2.1.1 Introduction to the method 
Masataka Kawai and Philip W. Brandt published an article in 1980.33 In the article they 
describe how to determine the complex stiffness of single muscle fibres. The method involves 
studies of length changes in single fibres, which are oscillated sinusoidally. The resulting 
force amplitude and phase shift are recorded and interpreted in terms of chemo- mechanical 
energy transduction.34 Kawai and Brandt oscillate the fibre at different frequencies recording 
data for the length and force signals. Data are expanded into Fourier series, i.e., one series is 
created for each of the different frequencies’ length and force data.35 The following formulas 
are used creating the Fourier series: 

∫
∞

−∞=

=
k

k ikftfPftP )2exp()(),( π  

 
where 

dtikftftPnffP
fn

k ∫ −=
/

0

)2exp(),(/)( π  

),( ftP  is the periodic time course,  f is the frequency of the oscillation and t is time.36 
 
“The complex stiffness” Y(f) is a frequency response function relating force to length changes: 

)(/)()( 11 fLfPfY = .37 )(1 fL is obtained in the same way as )(1 fP . The |Y(f)| represents the 
ratio between amplitudes of force to length, and the arg[Y(f)] represents the phase shift 
between force and length sine waves. To standardise the data another variable is introduced, 
the complex modulus 00 /*)()( ALfYfYm = . 0L  is the muscle preparation’s length and 0A is 
its cross-sectional area. The real part of )( fYm is called the “elastic modulus” and the 
imaginary part is called the ”viscous modulus”. These different functions are then plotted and 
evaluated with regard to their bio-chemical properties.38 In the article detailed methods for 
error elimination, data fitting and approximation of transfer functions for sub-processes 
influencing the complex stiffness are also mentioned.  
 
The present project will focus on establishing the basic calculation programs that can 
calculate the complex stiffness, complex modulus, the absolute value of the complex stiffness 
and the phase shift between force and length sine waves. These analyses will be continued 
when the preliminary results from the biophysical analysis of the plots performed by Dr.J. 
Ochala have been obtained.39 

2.1.2 Preparation of the measured data 
During the test raw data from measurements is continuously saved in an ASCII .txt-file, and is 
easiest read by the “MS WordPad”- program. Apart from the force and length variables, the 
.txt-file contains several other measured variables. Totally there are six variables recorded; 

                                                 
33 Kawai & Brandt, p.279 
34 Kawai & Brandt, p.279 
35 Kawai & Brandt, p.283-284 
36 Kawai & Brandt, p 284 
37 Kawai & Brandt, p 284 
38 Kawai & Brandt, p 284 
39 Ochala, Julien, Personal communication (30.10.2006) 
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time steps, length in (Lin), length out (Lout), force in (Fin), force out (Fout) and sample 
length (SL). This study examines the Lin and Fin variables. All variables are listed in 
columns, in ascending time, beginning at 0 ms and ending at 9200 ms. As the values are 
presented in rows with a little spacing between each variable’s value, instead of defined 
tables, it isn’t possible to mark just one column and extract it without marking all the 
variables at the same time. Therefore the first step is to copy all the variables and their values 
into a new .txt-file. The first 100 ms are used for starting up the set up and the data recording, 
so the values from 100 ms to the last values are copied.40   
 

 
Figure 6. Extract from the measurements’ raw data file  
 

                                                 
40 Ochala (30.10.2006) 
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Figure 7. Plot of the full force raw data vector, 100 – 0.25 Hz 
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Figure 8. Plot of the full length raw data vector, 100 – 0.25 Hz 
 
Please note that the full length raw data vector in Figure 8 has passed through the function 
“twister” as described below, and is therefore turned 180° around the time-axis. 

2.1.3 Importing of measured data into MATLAB and further preparations 
This project’s first function written in MATLAB is called “dataimport” (Appendix 1). The 
function imports raw data from the .txt-file, using MATLAB command “load –ascii”, saves 
all the values into vectors, extracts and returns length and force vectors.  
  
At the request of Dr. J.Ochala the values of the length vector should be turned around the 
time-axis, due to the nature of the program used to sample values during measurements.41 The 
MATLAB function “twister” (Appendix 1) operates on the values of the length vector 
according to this algorithm: 
                                                 
41 Ochala (30.10.2006) 
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1. The first value of the length vector is assigned as reference value. . 
2. All vector values are subtracted with the reference value. 
3. Each value in the vector is subtracted with its own value times two. 
4. The reference value is added to all values in the vector. 
 

 
Figure 9. The function “twister” turns the raw data 180° 
 
Note that Figure 9 only shows the principle of “twister”, it is not based on any actual raw 
data. The numbers in the plot shows how 15 data points in this example are turned around the 
time-axis 
 
As the sinusoidal analysis compares the length and force Fourier series for each of the 
measured frequencies in turn, it’s needed to extract corresponding frequency data from the 
vectors and normalise or truncate it to one period. Creation of Fourier series requires input 
data to be periodic. 
 

 
Figure 10. Table from the raw data file describing how many time steps that were recorded 
for each frequency. 
 
The normalisation mentioned above extracts vectored data to constitute exactly one period for 
the Fourier series creation tool, “fscreate”. To achieve that, a program called “setup” 
(Appendix 1) is run which calls the function “twister” returning separate vectors for length 
and force at each frequency. The user should be aware of the sampling rate and the recorded 
intervals of each frequency. This information is found in the original .txt- file. The vectors are 
named according to the principle: “force100”, “length100” (force and length vector values at 
100Hz). The user can visually, assisted by MATLAB’s plotting tools, determine the correct 
start and stop index corresponding to one period. This operation needs to be carefully 
executed, as the vectors contain more values than needed for one period (often with transients 
in the end of the vector when the signal fades out). If the vectors contain two periods, the 
second period is better to choose than the first period, or parts of it, which could be seen as a 
settling time. It could also be wise to select corresponding periods from the Force and the 
Length vectors of the same frequencies. As the selected values resemble one period, it could 
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be helpful to calculate the vectors average values to use as guides finding suitable start and 
stop values. The MATLAB function “mean” will find the mean value of the vector. This 
mean value is then plotted together with the vector, representing a symmetry line. If it is not 
possible to find an exact match between the start and stop value, the user could try with the 
nearest stop value given a difference less than 1-2 % compared with the start value. Otherwise 
there is a risk that the error associated with discontinuities tends to become too large. The 
discontinuities will occur when altering the raw data, setting the last value equal to the first 
value, should the values not be identical.  

 
When all vectors have been plotted and reviewed, the user loads the program “matrixcreate” 
(Appendix 1). This program simply allows the user to input the start and stop values for each 
vector and then saves the values in one big matrix called “matrix”. This prevents the user 
from entering the values several times in case of any start and stop adjustments are needed. If 
the user wishes to change the start and stop indices of a vector, it is easy to replace those 
entries in the matrix using standard MATLAB functions.  
 

 
Figure 11. Plot of the extracted vector “force100” 
 
Figure 11 illustrates how the vector “force100”, with 300 data points associated with 100 Hz, 
is extracted from the full force vector. The 100 Hz vector’s mean value is received by using 
the MATLAB function “mean”. This value, which is 120.6816, is plotted in the figure to help 
finding the symmetry line of the plot and also the start and stop values for one period. In this 
case the first period, looking smoother than the second one, was chosen. The selected start 
point, index 13 value 120.6551, has the closest value available in the vector as compared with 
the mean value. The end point is index 114, also with the value 120.6551. In this case no 
discontinuities and thus no errors will occur due to the selection of the period, since the two 
points having the same value. 

2.1.4 Programming of the main program in MATLAB 
A crucial function is the function “fcalculator” (Appendix 1). This function performs the 
calculation of the Fourier series by importing the output vectors from the “setup”- program 
for a specific frequency and the index numbers of the selected start and stop values for both 
the length and force vector for that same frequency. Then it truncates the vectors and sets the 
stop value to the same value as the start value, to normalise the new vector. Then it creates 
time step- vectors that match the truncated vectors’ length. Finally it calculates one Fourier 
series for the length vector and one for the force vector using the Fourier series creation tool 
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“Fourier Series Tools” (whose program file is called “fscreate”), created by D.C. Hanselman 
and found at MathWorks website (Appendix 1).42 As “fscreate” creates Fourier series it 
returns the Fourier series in one vector (a variable called “Fsfun”) and the Fourier serie’s 
coefficients in one vector (a vector called “Kn”). “fcalculator” then saves theses variables and 
extracts the first Fourier series’ constant for the length and the force series. As the coefficients 
are saved in a vector starting with Kn(-N) and ending with Kn(N), the Kn(1) for the length 
and force coefficients respectively are selected and extracted. These variables are then output 
arguments in the “fcalculator”- vector. 
 
The main program is simply called “main”(Appendix 1) and it calls the function “fcalculator” 
for each frequency using the different force and length vectors, and the start and stop index 
numbers from the matrix, as input arguments. The first Fourier series’ coefficients are then 
saved in one common vector for all length Kn(1) values and one for all force Kn(1) values. 
The complex stiffness vector, Y(f), is calculated according to the Y(f) formula by dividing the 
Kn(1)-vector for force with the Kn(1)-vector for length. Then Y(f) and |Y(f)| are plotted.  
Finally the complex modulus, )( fYm , is calculated and plotted by multiplying Y(f) with the 
length of the fibre and then divide it with the muscle fibre’s cross-sectional area.  Using the 
MATLAB function “angle” also enables plotting of both the complex stiffness and the 
complex modulus’ phase shift. The MATLAB function “unwrap” is also used to smooth the 
phase shift plot. It corrects the radian phase angles in a vector by adding multiples of +2π 
when absolute jumps between consecutive elements of the vector are greater than or equal to 
the default jump tolerance of π radians.43 

2.2 Comprehensive control of the rodent systems 
When the construction tasks of the rodent systems were defined some design aspects 
remained ambiguous. What kind of computers or processors should control the different sub-
systems? Should there be different processors for the different sub-systems or should the goal 
be to find a computer or processor that could run both the valves and the servo system at the 
same time? As the valves previously were controlled by the Spike 2 software and criticism 
could be raised at the fact that the valves functionality depended on a Windows based PC, the 
goal seemed to be to avoid PC control of at least the valves.  
 
JoR AB is a company specialised in automation and measurement technology. The University 
Hospital of Uppsala has frequently used their services and products therefore the department 
of MIT (Medical Informatics) subscribes on their monthly news journal, “JORnalen”. In 
journal nr 1 2006 there was an advertisement for a PLC- controller (Programmable Logic 
Controller) called Pointe Controller originating from the company Nematron. According to 
the advertisement the Pointe Controller should be able to control separate modules 
independently of PC control.44 After a visit to JoR AB together with senior engineer at MIT 
Urban Wallin, we decided to test one Pointe Controller as it seemed likely it could control 
both the valves and the servo system due to its support of multi-modular control.  

                                                 
42 MathWorks, The, Fourier Series Tools (www.mathworks.com, 4.11.2006) 
43 MathWorks, The, MATLAB Function Reference- unwrap (www.mathworks.com, 10.4.2007) 
44 JORnalen, Smart och prisvärd PLC  (JoR AB nr 1, 2006), p.2 
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2.2.1 The main brain- Nematron Pointe Controller  

2.2.1.1 Concept and hardware 
A classic PLC- controller (Programmable Logic Controller) provides “the advantages of 
localised control, modular configuration, and rugged industrial packaging”. 45 For many 
control applications of a traditional kind, such controllers have been in use since the mid 
1970s.46  
 
The Pointe Controller PTC 5800 can be described as a synthesis between a classic PLC- 
controller and a modern node-based integrated system.47 The following table; which is quoted 
from the Pointe Controller User Guide; summons the main features according to the 
manufacturer Nematron: 
 
Traditional PLC features Unique advanced features, non PLC standard 
Real-time local control Advanced visual flow chart programming capability 
Embedded, high reliability 
electronic design 

Ability to mix flowchart and ladder programming 

Modular I/O Application program deployment over an Ethernet link 
Pluggable terminal strip connectors Firmware update deployment and management over an 

Ethernet link 
Ladder logic programming 
capability 

Advanced communications for development, 
deployment, monitoring and coordination within a 
networked system 

Compact, DIN rail mountable 
bracket 

Remote monitoring, programming and debug capability 
over Ethernet 

 Powerful diagnostic tools for use during program 
development and system monitoring 

 Scalable solutions 
 Remote Ethernet I/O options and ability to network 

Pointe Controllers 
 Easy integration into larger systems and easy future 

expansion of systems 
 Coordinated operation within a larger system 
 Real-time, open standard data sharing from production 

to the front office 
 Direct connect operator panel interfaces available 
Table 1. The Pointe Controller features, according to Nematron 48 
 
Below are some applications where the PTC is typically used, which hint its suitability for 
this project’s different tasks: 

• Packaging machinery 
• Semiconductor equipment 
• Distributed equipment 
• Building automation 
• Data acquisition 49 

                                                 
45 Nematron, Pointe Controller User Guide (Nematron, 2006). p.15 
46 Nematron (2006), p.15 
47 Nematron (2006), p.14 
48 Nematron (2006), p.14-15 
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To execute different applications the PTC needs to be fit with different type of modules, such 
as modules that can handle analogue voltage and current in or out; relay output modules; 
sinking output modules; digital input modules; counter input modules and a digital input 
simulator (switches) modules.50 
 
The PTC runs on 8-30 Volts DC and 1 ampere current. Two types of data cables are needed to 
calibrate and program the PTC. The first cable which is needed is a special download cable 
that is connected to the computer’s parallel port with a DB-9 plug (RS232 interface), and to 
the PTC’s serial port with a RJ-11 plug (standard telephone wire plug).51 When we obtained 
the PTC for evaluation this download cable was missing, so I had to solder one using a 
connection diagram received via e-mail from Nematron (Appendix 2). 
 
The serial cable is connected before the PTC is powered up, so the PTC will be in setup 
mode. Then an appropriate IP address and node name (more specific if the PTC is going to be 
a part of a PTC network) is allocated to the PTC by a setup program called “Update tool”. In 
this way the computer and the PTC will be able to recognise each other on a local area 
network (LAN) which is set up with the second cable needed, an Ethernet cable. To initialise 
that setup the PTC is powered off after the IP- address has been configured, and then powered 
on with the download cable disconnected and the Ethernet cable connected between the 
computer and the PTC. If the PC’s firewall isn’t blocking the communications the PTC will, 
after some moments, be able to be pinged by the PC.52 After this setup the user will be able to 
download programs created in the PTC framework. 
 
We received a trial Pointe Controller which was already fit with five modules; two transistor 
modules, the DC Sinking Output Module OL 2109; one Digital Input Simulator Module OL 
2209 (with switches) and one DC Digital Input Module OL 2208. As the OL 2208 has not 
been used in this project, it won’t be described. 
 
OL 2109 has the following specifications: 
- It provides “eight optically isolated transistor outputs that can be used for switching small 
DC loads”.53 
- It can handle DC voltages between 0-40 V.54 
 

                                                                                                                                                         
49 Nematron (2006), p.17 
50 Nematron (2006), p.20-21 
51 Nematron (2006), p.22-26 
52 Nematron (2006), p.22-26 
53 Nematron (2006), p.239 
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Figure 12. The OL 2109 connection diagram 55 
 
As seen on the figure the eight transistor outputs uses the same two ground connectors. The 
eight outputs can be separately assigned and programmed.  
 
This figure shows a typical circuit when using the OL 2109. The OL 2109 provides a path to 
ground: 
 

 
Figure 13. Typical circuit using OL 210956 
 
The OL 2201 Digital Input Simulator Module is shown in Figure 14: 
 

                                                 
55 Nematron (2006), p.240 
56 Nematron (2006), p.88 
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Figure 14. The OL 2201 Digital Input Simulator Module57 
 
As seen on the picture each switch controls one input channel, which can be separately 
programmed to command logic statements etc. 

2.2.1.2 Software and development tools 
The Pointe Controller PTC 5800 is shipped with a program package simply called the “Pointe 
Controller Software”. It contains a developer’s framework program where the user can create 
various types of runtime programs; the “Update tool” mentioned previously which sets and 
updates the PTCs network settings; and a monitor program, which enables the user to 
download programs to the PTC.58  
 
The Pointe Controller “Visual Framework Editor” (VFE) features two fundamental 
programming modes: “Visual Flowchart Language” (VFL) and the more traditional “Relay 
Ladder Logic” (RLL). These are referred to as “Flow Charts” and “Ladder Diagrams” by the 
developer’s program. In one way they represent two types of industrial cultures considering 
the programming code and the graphical presentations, but they offer principally the same 
programming and problem solving capabilities. The framework program offers though the 
possibility to run multiple flow charts and ladder diagrams simultaneously within one project. 
The different charts and diagrams never directly reference each other, but they communicate 
by reading and writing information to different parameters, which are setup in the “Logic 
Memory database”. The user sets up and defines by name and types the different parameters 
that should be accessible in the logic memory database. Quite many different parameter types 
are supported, such as integer, string, timer and floating point. A project can be named 
optional and it contains information about the parameters defined in the logic memory and 
other preferences, in addition to the different flow charts, ladder diagrams or Logic Memory 
tables used. These different features are referred to as “objects” within the project, and each 
object have its own properties and instructions. Only one project can be downloaded and 
executed on a PTC at the same time, but through the different objects within the project, it can 
control several modules in many different parallel combinations.59   
 
Another important preference to set up in a project is its scan cycle and scan interval: 
 
                                                 
57 Nematron, p.247 
58 Nematron, p.22-29 
59 Nematron, p.106 
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“When a PointeControl project is executed on the controller, all of the Flow Charts, Ladder Diagrams, and I/O 
points that make up the project are scanned at a specified speed and in a specified order”.60        

 
The user places the project’s different objects in a scan list, and the mutual order in the scan 
list determines the execution order as well. Therefore it is wise, for example, to place a data- 
collecting object (which handles an input module), before an object which uses the collected 
input data. The default scan interval value is 10 ms, and it means that every 10 ms the scan 
cycle is executed. The user can set the scan interval to a minimum of 1 ms.61 
 
When all parameters have been set and the different Flow charts and/or Ladder diagrams have 
been created; the user compiles the project in VFE. What actually happens is that the project 
is compiled in Java- code using different classes supplied and included in the program by 
Nematron. A user acquainted with Java- programming could as well create the project using a 
text editor. When the project has been compiled, the user can download it to the controller in 
the monitor program.62  

2.2.2 Servo system 
When selecting a suitable servomotor to enable the back and forth movement of the rat’s 
distal hind muscles, it became quite clear that two main factors had to be considered.63 First, 
how should an appropriate transmission mechanism look like that moves the rat’s foot in the 
right way, and how should it be constructed so that it both fulfils those aspects and other 
aspects concerning ergonomics and comprehensive handling generally speaking.   

2.2.2.1 The rat’s gait topography and limb physiology 
To understand how a rat moves its foot in a normal way, an appropriate approach would be to 
study the rats gait topography and normal locomotion. As a basis for this, I’ll use studies 
performed by Andrew J. Parker and Kenneth A. Clarke. They have studied male and female 
rats and quantified three variables: stride length (SL), stride width (SW) and velocity. The 
rat’s walking pattern is symmetrical and the SL “increases as a linear function of body weight, 
whereas SW increases curvilinearly”.64 Further, the studies show that male rats increase their 
SL and SW faster than females.65 The average values for the SL, SW and the velocity were 
found to be 11.3 cm, 2.4 Hz and 24.2 cm/sec.66 These values give some landmarks for the 
design parameters of the servo system. 
 
This simplified figure shows approximately the angular flexibility in the rat’s ankle joint, as 
observed during experiments when studying one stride. 
 

                                                 
60 Nematron, p.107 
61 Nematron, p.107 
62 Nematron, p.59 
63 Larsson (3.3.2007) 
64 Parker and Clarke, Gait Topography in Rat Locomotion (Physiology & Behavior, Vol.48, 1989) pp.41 
65 Parker and Clarke (1989), p.41 
66 Parker and Clarke, A Quantitative Study of Normal Locomotion in the Rat (Physiology & Behavior, Vol.38, 
1986) , p.345 
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Figure 15. The approximate angular flexibility in the rat’s ankle joint for one stride.   
 
An assumption was made, that a servo with a rotating axis would be suitable to use as it 
enables several different solutions with the ankle joint as the centre point for the momentum.  

2.2.2.2 First set-up with servo and locomotion transmission mechanism 
When the project was initialised, a ready- to- use servo equipment was already available from 
Aurora Scientific, which is a company specialised in research equipment. The 300B muscle 
lever equipment contains a servo driver and a servo with the following specifications for 
length control (isometric) mode: 67 
 
Maximum Force (N) 1.0 
Torque Arm Length (cm) 3.0 
Maximum Arm Excursion (mm 
ptp) 

10.0 

Length Signal Resolution 
(micron) 

1.0 

Length Change Step Response 
Time (ms) 

1.3 

Sinusoidal Frequency Response 
(-3dB) (Hz) 

530 

Table 2. Specifications of the muscle lever system 300B from Aurora Scientific68 
 
The usual benefit of this particular type of servo equipment is used to measure length changes 
in muscle fibres. Therefore it is very sensitive and fast, but instead the rotation angle is 
limited. This gives an arc length of only 1 cm even with the 3 cm long servo arm supplied, 
which is far too little. As the physiological aspects of the rat’s gait suggests, the rat’s foot 
should be moved at least a total of 170 degrees back and forth. This wouldn’t be possible to 
achieve with this servo without some kind of transmission mechanism, which enlarges the arc 
length. 
 
Thus some kind of a mechanism that could enlarge the arc length through some linkages was 
considered. First a kind of lever mechanism was outlined, where the servo arm would move a 
lever attached perpendicular to the servo arm. This arm in turn would be attached to a little 
shoe, or sandal tied to the rat’s foot. When the servo arm moves, the lever pulls and pushes 
the shoe which creates a back and forth movement of the foot. This lever mechanism was 
quite soon discarded as it was considered to be too complex to practically assemble. There 
would be too many joints and also the need to fix parts of the set-up to the laboratory table. 
This takes up valuable workspace and might cause play in the system. 
 
As the requirements for the movement of the foot specifies that the foot should only be moved 
around the ankle joint, a simple but rational transmission mechanism was developed. Why not 

                                                 
67 Aurora Scientific, Series 300 Muscle Levers (www.aurorascientific.com, 6.10.2006) 
68 Aurora Scientific (6.10.2006) 
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add some sort of thick and short piece of axis on the existing axis? An increased axis diameter 
also increases the arc length when considering the outer circumference of the thick axis. Mill 
away some of the material on the thick axis circumference to make a flat side, and a kind of 
gas pedal mechanism has been created. The servo features some threaded holes for mounting, 
so a suitable mounting plate had to be created also. With an enough long shaft on the 
mounting plate, the servo would be possible to mount on one of the “swan neck”- stands that 
are commonly used in the laboratories.  
 
Tests were done using a metal axis according to this outline. 
 

   
Figure 16. First outline for a transmission mechanism and a mounting plate. 
 
The Aurora servo was powered with a signal generator, but it showed that the Aurora servo 
was too weak and sensitive to run this kind of application. In spite of the thick axis, the “gas 
pedal”- mechanism wasn’t able to move the rat’s foot enough much back and forth either. The 
fundamental rotation angle of the servo was too small; a new kind of servo had to be 
considered. 

2.2.2.3 Second set-up with the Parallax Standard Servo 
After the first trials it stood quite clear that the main feature a suitable servo should have is 
not an extraordinary rotation speed. A suitable servo should be able to move objects like the 
prepared “gas pedal”- mechanism without problem, and it should have an enough large 
rotation angle by itself, without some kind of angular enhancing mechanism.  
 
The ELFA catalogue was studied to find any suitable servo motor. Different kinds of DC 
motors were considered but again the choice of a simple (and cheap) solution won. Parallax 
manufactures and sells among many things, processors and so-called standard servos. One of 
their standard servos is the same kind of servo used in radio controlled aeroplanes (R/C 
planes) to control rudders, throttles etc.69 It’s actually manufactured by Futaba who is a well 
known R/C radio equipment manufacturer, but Parallax acts as a distributor. That kind of 
servo has the ability to rotate its axis 180 degrees and it can also endure more force than the 
                                                 
69 ELFA, Servo (www.elfa.se, 25.11.2006) 
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Aurora servo, but it’s not especially fast compared with Aurora’s servos. Its maximal rotation 
speed is 0.18 s per 60 degrees when operating on 6V, which means 0.54 s per 180 degrees.70 
One question that arose was whether this servo is fast enough to simulate the rats’ normal 
gait. As a rat extends its hind leg approximately 170 degrees at a frequency of 2.4 Hz, this 
means that the rotation speed is about 1/2.4 ≈ 0.42 s per 170 degrees. If the Parallax servo’s 
movement is linear this means that the rotation speed for 170 degrees is 0.54*170/180 = 0.51. 
So the servo isn’t fast enough to simulate rat’s normal gait at a rate of 2.4 Hz, but the question 
is if that speed is fully needed. A decision was made to evaluate this servo anyway. 
 

 
Figure 17. The Parallax servo mounted on the modified foot plate 
 
The picture shows the Parallax servo mounted with the Aurora servo’s mounting plate and 
assembled with the modified foot plate. This foot plate is thinner and lighter than the original 
one, and there is also a little piece of plastic glued perpendicular to the foot plate acting as a 
stop cap for the foot. The white adhesive tape is used as a protection against chafe. As the 
picture also shows, the standard servo has a three-pin contact. The red line feeds the servo 
with the operation voltage of 4.8-6V, required for the servo to operate. The operation voltage 
impacts the rotation speed. The black line works as the ground line and the white line is the 
signal line, where the control signal to the servo is input.71 
 
The standard servo is a pulse-width modulated servo. This means that the servo is controlled 
by sequences of pulses, so one specific angle on the servo axis corresponds to one pulse 
sequence with a specific pulse width. The width of one pulse should vary between 1 and 2 ms 
where 1.5 ms corresponds to the servo’s centre position. If the pulse width is kept unchanged 
and the pulses are continuously fed into the servo, the servo will keep the position associated 
with that specific pulse width. If the pulse width is changed, the servo then “throws” it self to 
the new position with full speed. So depending on how big the step changes are, the faster or 
slower the servo seems to move between different angles, as more steps repeatedly stops the 
servo at each step. So to operate the servo, pulse sequences are needed to be input to the 
servo’s control line.72 To make the servo move back and forth, the pulse width needs to be 
constantly varied in an appropriate speed.  
 

                                                 
70 Parallax, Parallax (Futaba) Standard Servo (www.parallax.com, 25.10.2006) 
71 Parallax, Understanding Signals- Student Guide. (www.parallax.com, 25.10.2006), p.31 
72 Parallax (26.10.2006), p.31 
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Figure 18. The control signal’s pulse sequence73 

2.2.2.4 Construction of the servo driver 
At this point the signal characteristics were known, but the source of the control signal to the 
servo had to be determined. One of the prerequisites was that the servo system, once set up by 
the user, should be able to be left alone and operate autonomously. This implicates some kind 
of device that manipulates and feeds the servo with a suitable control signal. The Pointe 
Controller was considered to fulfil this task. As the trail Pointe Controller was already fit with 
different modules, a decision was made to try to create the control signal using the OL 2109 
module’s transistor function and some suitable resistors.  
 
A test circuit; built accordingly to the typical circuits used with the OL 2109 module; and a 
test program was then created to study whether the Pointe Controller would be able to handle 
the control signals to the servo. We decided to use 5V as the operation voltage as well as the 
control signal’s maximal voltage, to facilitate the constructions and to minimise the risk of 
wear of the servo when operating during longer times. As the servo’s maximal operational 
voltage is 6V, 5V might lead to a slower rotation speed, but as the servo anyway is slower 
than the requested speed it wouldn’t matter significantly. 
 
Ohm’s law state that the resistance, Ω = Volt/Ampere. Further, the resulting conductance 
when parallel connecting two resistors are as follows: 1/RTot = 1/R1 + 1/R2.74 Therefore, using 
a 5 V AD adapter; which gives a maximal current of 1 Ampere (A); and two parallel 
connected 220 Ω resistors, the following circuit was created with a test board to do two 
things: 

- Constantly feed the servo with 5 V through the red and black line 
- Create a pulse sequence as an input to the white line, using the resistors and the Pointe 

Controller.  
When the Pointe Controller is switched off, 5V will pass to the white line. When the Pointe 
Controller is switched on it will provide a path to ground, thus the parallel-connected resistors 
will reduce the voltage to approximately 0V. In this way a pulse sequence could be created by 
switching on and off the Pointe Controller fast enough, and vary the switch on and off 
durations to achieve pulse width modulation. 

 

                                                 
73 Parallax (26.10.2006), p.31 
74 Wikipedia, Ohm’s Law (en.wikipedia.org, 1.3.2007) 
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Figure 19. The test circuit 
 
A basic test program was created in the VFE according to this outline: 
 

 
Figure 20. The test program for direct control of the servo created in the VFE 
 
The variable “InSwitch1” is an assigned input from switch number one on the OL 2201 
module. “Output1” is an assigned output channel to the OL 2109 module. This test program 
first creates a pulse sequence by sending out 1 ms long pulses each 20 ms. After 100 such 
cycles, the program starts to send out 1.5 ms long pulses each 20 ms for another 100 cycle 
period, before it changes back again. It continues like this as long as “Inswitch1” is switched 
on. The reason why the program changes the pulse duration after 100 cycles is that if the 
program works, 1 ms long pulses should keep the servo in a specific position associated with 
exactly 1 ms long pulses. The change from 1 ms to 1.5 ms long pulses should then make the 
servo rotate its axis to the position associated with 1.5 ms long pulses. In this way a picture of 
how the servo reacts on pulse width changes would be given, thus enabling necessary 
programming to make smooth axis changes between wanted positions.  
 
When the Pointe Controller opens “Output1” a pulse should be created through the test 
circuit. This also happened, but the pulses were not short enough (1 or 1.5 ms), and they 
didn’t occur even each 20 ms. Troubleshooting and some alterations of the Pointe Controllers 
scan cycle interval shortened the pulses, but they were still too long and too random. This 
made the servo twitch. The conclusion of this test circuit and program became that the Pointe 
Controller single-handedly wouldn’t be able to control the servo. Some kind of servo driver 
that could generate the pulse sequences was needed. But to be able to control the servo driver 
in such way that the rotation speed and angle is changeable, the Pointe Controller has to be 
used to generate some kind of input signal to the servo driver. In this way a logic program 
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through the Pointe Controller tells the servo driver what kind of pulse sequence it should 
generate, and how fast the change between different pulse sequences should be. 
 
After some browsing on the Internet, looking for suitable servo drivers, a site was found, 
“Mechatronics Wiki”, which presented connection diagrams for a servo driver which gives 
the user the possibility to manually control the servo. It works in many ways like a radio 
control transmitter except for the fact that the servo is directly wired to the driver; the control 
signals are therefore not transmitted with radio waves. The user controls the servo by sending 
in an analogue signal, DC Voltage. The core of the servo driver consists of two circuits built 
around two IC 555 timer circuits.75  
 
In the beginning of the 1970s a new type of linear integrated timer circuit was introduced; the 
IC 555 timer circuit.76 It consists of 23 transistors, 16 resistors and 2 diodes, and is still 
massively produced due to its ease of use and wide range of suitable applications.77 The IC 
555 can operate in three different modes: monostable, astable and bistable. Monostable mode 
typically means timers, pulse-width modulation and missing pulse detection etc. Astable 
mode means that the IC 555 is in a free running mode and works as an oscillator. This is 
typically used when creating logic clocks, tone generation, pulse position modulation, security 
alarms etc. Bistable mode means that the IC 555 can work as a flip-flop, which is an 
electronic circuit, whose two stable states makes it useful to serve as one bit of memory in 
digital circuits.78 79  
 

 
Figure 21. The IC 555 Timer Circuit80 
 
This is how the integrated servo driver circuit looks like where Ra, Rb and Rc are resistors 
and C1 and C2 are capacitors: 81 
 

                                                 
75 Northwestern Mechatronics Design Lab,  555 Servo Circuit (hades.mech.nortwestern.edu, 30.10.2006) 
76 Berlin, HM, The 555 Timer Applications Sourcebook With Experiments (Indianapolis: Howard W. Sams & 
Co, 1976), p.7 
77 Wikipedia, IC 555 (en.wikipedia.org, 5.3.2007) 
78 Wikipedia (5.3.2007)  
79 Wikipedia, Flip-flop (en.wikipedia.org, 2.3.2007) 
80 Berlin, p.9 
81 Northwestern Mechatronics Design Lab (30.10.2006) 
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Figure 22. The integrated servo driver circuit 
 
The first IC 555 timer circuit (the one to the left in Figure 22), called an “astable 
multivibrator”, creates a clock signal at the desired frequency. In this case, as the servo needs 
pulses each 20 ms, the frequency should be around 100 Hz (1/0.02 Hz). The size of the 
capacitors and resistors in use determines the shape of the clock signal. In Figure 23 it is 
shown how the output signal looks like from the first timer circuit, which is used as an input 
signal to the second timer circuit: 82 
 

 
Figure 23. The variables that affect the clock signal83 
 
The following formulas give T1 and T:84 
T1 = 0.693 * Rb * C 
T = 0.693 * (Ra + 2*Rb) * C 
 
According to “Mechatronics Wiki” the T value should be around 20 ms, and T1 should be 
smaller than the minimum pulse width sent to the servo (T1≤0.3 ms). Therefore these 
components are used:85 
Ra = 330 kΩ 
Rb = 1.5 kΩ 
C1 = 0.1 μF 
 
Inserted into the formulas for T and T1 it gives approximately the values: 
T1 = 0.1 ms and T = 23 ms.86 
                                                 
82 Northwestern Mechatronics Design Lab (30.10.2006) 
83 Northwestern Mechatronics Design Lab (30.10.2006) 
84 Northwestern Mechatronics Design Lab (30.10.2006) 
85 Northwestern Mechatronics Design Lab (30.10.2006) 
86 Northwestern Mechatronics Design Lab (30.10.2006) 
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The second timer circuit works like a pulse width modulator, in monostable mode, using the 
clock signal from the first circuit as a trigger signal. According to “Mechatronics Wiki” the 
combination of Rc and C2 determines the pulse width time, and to receive a time constant τ = 
1.5 ms, the following variable values have to be used: 87 
Rc = 1.5 kΩ 
C2 = 0.1 μF 

2.2.2.5 Testing and establishment of necessary control parameters 
To verify the functionality of this servo driver, it was assembled on a test board. As a source 
for the operation voltage and the analogue input signal, an ordinary power station plugged 
into a signal generator was used. The positive pole of the signal generator was connected to 
pin number 5 on the second timer circuit. The ground was connected to the common ground 
used by the 5V-operation voltage.  
 
The servo was connected to a power station for a 5V-operation voltage and ground, and the 
output control signal from the servo driver was connected to the servo’s signal line. The 
driver worked, and the changes of the analogue input signal’s voltage level also make the 
servo to move. Tests using a multi-meter revealed that to receive a requested rotation angle of 
approximately 170 degrees of the servo’s axis, the input voltage should vary between 1.281V 
and 3.479V.  
 
As the Pointe Controller’s AC adapter deliver 12V a decision was made to use the same AC 
adapter as a power source for the servo driver and the servo, to enable further integration and 
reduction of power sources. This requires another circuit that reduces the 12V power to 5V, as 
both the IC 555 circuits and the servo operate on 5V. Some kind of a voltage regulator, that 
constantly maintains the same voltage level, was considered. After some research the 
MC78XXC Voltage Regulators were found. They are three-terminal voltage regulators 
designed for numerous applications to work as fixed-voltage regulators. The series involves 
seven different output- voltage versions from 5 – 24 V (the XX in the name corresponds to 05 
– 24). The regulators include several safety mechanisms such as internal current limiting, 
which together with necessary heat sinking makes them very safe to use. The figure below 
shows a typical connection diagram of a standard application in addition to the regulator 
itself.88 As the task was to reduce 12 V to 5V a MC7805C regulator was selected. 
 

                                                 
87 Northwestern Mechatronics Design Lab (30.10.2006) 
88 Wurzburg, H, Voltage Regulator Handbook (Switzerland: Motorola Inc., 1976), p.117 
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Figure 24. The MC78XXC Voltage Regulator89 
 
As the connection diagram above suggests, the C0 capacitor is not really needed, but to 
improve the transient response and secure a constant voltage supply I choose to include it. 
The size of the capacitor is not mentioned explicitly in the literature in use; it seems to be 
arbitrary; but similar circuits use 0.1µF capacitors for the same kind of purpose so I’ve chosen 
the same size. A capacitor is used as an electrical storage in circuits, so it also seems logic that 
a 5V supply needs a smaller capacitor than a 12V supply. 90 
 
So a servo driver box was created using the connection diagram for the integrated servo driver 
circuit (Figure 22) and a MC7805C voltage regulator connected according to the connection 
diagram in Figure 22. The complete circuit was installed in a metal box with a D-SUB contact 
on one of the sides.  
 

                                                 
89 Wurzburg, p.117 
90 Wikipedia, Capacitor (en.wikipedia.org, 4.3.2007) 
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Figure 25. The integrated servo driver circuit with 5 V power supply 
 

 
Figure 26. The servo driver box 

2.2.2.6 Programming of necessary control software 
The Pointe Controller controls the output voltage to the servo driver. Therefore a flow chart 
based program is created in the VFE program. An analogue output voltage module is 
therefore needed, OL 2304.  
 

 
Figure 27. The OL 2304 Analogue Output Module 
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The OL 2304 provides four output channels, which can handle 0-5 V, 0-10V, +/- 5 V, +/-10 
V. This module uses a 12- bit resolution to control the output voltage. So depending on what 
range is needed (0-5 V, 0-10 V etc.) different 12-bit conversion formulas need to be used. So 
in order to achieve a voltage range of 0-5 volts, the following 12- bit conversion formula is 
needed, where the variable ”OutputVoltage” is a 16 bit variable:91  
 
OutputVoltage = (Desired Voltage * 4096) / 5 
 
The requested rotation angle of the rat’s foot; about 170 degrees with servo end points at 
1.281 V and 3.479 V; resembles according to the formula above, 12-bit values of 1050 and 
2850. In other words, the Pointe Controller should vary the value of the variable 
”OutputVoltage” between 1050 and 2850. This is achieved by letting the Pointe Controller 
vary the output voltage as a saw-tooth wave. A ”while” or ”for” loop that adds or subtracts a 
number from the end point values should create a constant change of the output voltage, thus 
sending a varying input signal to the servo driver. The size of the addition and subtraction 
number then determines the voltage change. This “simulates” a triangular wave that changes 
the voltage level input to the servo. To enable the possibility to change the variation rate of 
the input signal a program where each input switch of the OL 2201 module corresponds to 
one variation rate was designed. To make the program easy to use some safety features were 
considered: 

- The output signal should be kept at a constant value if no switch is activated. 
- The output signal should only be able to operate, for example, on switch (or speed) 4 

if all the previous switches, including switch 4, are turned on. If, for example, switch 2 
is turned off but switch 1,3 and 4 are turned on, the output signal should be kept at a 
constant value. This also gives the operator an opportunity to rapidly stop the servo 
system by flicking any (or all) of the activated switches. 

 
The control program was therefore based on “if”- clauses that check whether the switches 1-8 
are on or off, and two “while”- loops associated with each “if”-clause that increases 
respectively decreases the values of the “OutputVoltage” variable. One loop increases the 
“OutputValue” until it reaches the maximum value, then the other loop is activated which 
decreases the “OutputValue” until it reaches its minimum. The two “while”- loops are 
running continuously in this way, until the operator switches the system off or activate 
another switch. Because the program is quite extensive in its structure this simplified outline 
shows the programs main principle on the basis of input switch 1. A copy of the flow chart of 
this program won’t be supplied, as this outline explains the program’s principles and as the 
Flow chart in its printed form is very large. Note that the same branch structure is used for all 
input switches (3-7) that are not shown in the outline.  
 

                                                 
91 Nematron, p 273-274 
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Figure 28. A simplified schematics over the principle behind the servo control program 
 
The following table summons the addition and subtraction value for each of the eight 
switches. The values are initially arbitrary, as the rotation speed of the servo will later be 
adjusted to simulate normal gait speed, thus requiring modification of the values below: 
 
Switch nr: Addition/subtraction value: 
1 1 
2 3 
3 6 
4 9 
5 12 
6 15 
7 18 
8 21 
Table 3. Count-up and count-down values for the variable “OutputVoltage”. 
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Except for switch eight’s addition and subtraction value; all the other switches’ addition and 
subtraction values are chosen so they always will reach exactly the maximum and the 
minimum value. The difference between the two end points (2850 – 1050 = 1800) is evenly 
dividable with those entire first seven addition and subtraction values. 

2.2.3 Valves 
To be able to control the valves with the Pointe Controller, some preparatory steps have to be 
fulfilled. Necessary control parameters and hardware aspects have to be calculated and set.  

2.2.3.1 Parameters 
The inspiration and expiration ratio for a rat is 1:2, which means that one cycle consists of 
three time intervals, 3T. The upper drawing in the figure represents the inspiratory signal, 
signal 1. The lower drawing then represents the expiratory signal, signal 2. 
 

  
Figure 29. One cycle consists of three time steps, 3T 
 
As the ventilation frequency is 72 breaths/min. it means that one cycle takes 1/72 min ≈ 
0.0183 min, 0.8333 seconds or 833.3333 ms. If one cycle, 3T, takes 833.3333 ms then T = 
277.7777 ms. Further, this together with the physiological parameters mentioned in chapter 1, 
implies that the sigh; which occurs every 10th minute; lasts 2.5 cycle = 7.5 T = 2083.3333 ms.   

2.2.3.2 Selection of module and construction of the valves’ control circuit 
As the task was to change the origin of the control signals, a decision was made to try to 
create the control signals using the Pointe Controller. The Pointe Controller should then work 
like an on/off switch, creating 5 V control signals. As a trial the OL 2109 transistor module 
was considered for this task. 
 
To enable future integration a decision was made to use the same input AC adapter with 12V 
for the control signals. This meant that there was needed a circuit with two resistors connected 
in series that reduce the 12V to 5V. As the difference between 12V and 5V is 7V, this is the 
voltage the resistors should reduce. Practical tests revealed that a 110 kΩ and one 220 Ω 
resistor reduced the voltage to approximately 5V. According to Ohm’s law (U=I*R) this also 
gives a very low current (7/110220 ≈ 0.064 mV). When the Pointe Controller is switched off, 
the valve’s control circuit provides the path to ground for the two control signals, thus the two 
control signals will keep 5V as long as the Pointe Controller is shut off. When the Pointe 
Controller switches on, the OL 2109 module provides the path to ground, so the two control 
signals’ voltage levels will be zero. The conclusion of this is that if on- signals (5V control 
signals) are required, the Pointe Controller should be programmed to switch off and vice versa 
if off-signals are required.     
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Figure 30. The Pointe Controller control circuit   Figure 31. The valves’ box and circuit 
 
As the outline suggests, the different parts of this modified control circuit have to be located 
on separate places, as there is no room to place the “resistor branches” that reduce the 12V to 
5V, on the valve’s circuit. It’s also more convenient to locate the 5V reductions near the 
Pointe Controller, thus merely wiring the control signals and the 12V to the valve’s circuit 
according to the present D-SUB contact and configuration.  

2.2.3.3 Programming of necessary control software 
One important aspect of this part of the project is that the control of the valves should be as 
stable and straight forward as possible. There should not be any switch that activates the 
control of the valves, so the program should start the control immediately when the Pointe 
Controller is powered on. The program should open and close two outputs on the OL 2109 
DC sinking module, according to the respiration cycle pattern mentioned above. The program 
should also make the sigh every 10th minute. The following outline is therefore implemented 
in the VFE: 
 
 

 
Figure 32. Pointe Controller output signals to the valves’ circuit 
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The variable “counter1” is a logic memory variable with a 32-bit resolution used as a counter. 
“Myout1” and “Myout2” are variables that are configured to be associated with output 
channel one and two of the OL 2109 module. As the outline shows, there is no way to stop the 
program unless the Pointe Controller is powered off.  

2.2.4 System integration and fitting 

2.2.4.1 Construction of integrating devices 
As mentioned previously, a practical aspect is to use the same AC adapter for all the rodent 
systems: the Pointe Controller, the servo driver, the servo and the valves’ control circuit.  
 
Therefore an idea was to integrate the power management into one common little box. When 
Lindstedt created his D-SUB contact (Figure 3) and cable for the valves’ control circuit, he 
left pin 6,7 and 8 unwired. Pin 5 and 4 are reserved for the Control signal 1 and 2 to the 
valves’ control circuit and pin 1,2 and 9 are wired for ground, whilst pin 3 is reserved for 
12V. This means that it would be possible to create one common cable with two identical 
contacts for both the valves’ and the servo’s control circuit, without needing to change the 
present wiring of the valves’ control circuit’s contact. The output signals from the Pointe 
Controllers two modules in use; OL 2109 and OL 3204 should easiest be wired from the 
Pointe Controller to the little box where they could be directed to the common cable. The AC 
adapter should be connected to the little box where 12V are directed to pin 3 of the common 
cable and to the two “resistor branches” that reduce the 12V to 5V for the control signals to 
the valves. Operation voltage for the Pointe Controller should also be directed with one 
separate sturdy cable from the little box. Therefore this circuit for the little box were 
constructed: 
 

      
Figure 33. The common little box’ circuit          Figure 34. The inside of the little common box 
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Figure 35. The modified data cable            Figure 36. The double-headed data cable 
 
Figure 35 shows the modified connection diagram of the new data cable. In this way the cable 
could be fit with two contacts to control both the valves’ driver and the servo driver, as Figure 
36 shows.   

2.3.4.2 Fitting of the integrated system in the laboratory 
As mentioned previously, the Pointe Controller features a compact DIN- rail mountable 
bracket. A suitable rail was fit in one of the laboratory’s shelves, and the common little box 
was attached to the rail besides the Pointe Controller. In such way the cable with the signal 
and ground wires from the Pointe Controller to the little box could be kept as short as 
possible. The figure below shows the Pointe Controller mounted on the rail together with the 
little box. The little box is visible to the left of the Pointe Controller and on the other side of 
the rail. 
 

  
Figure 37. The Pointe Controller and the little box mounted 

3. Results and Discussion 
I have done alone all the programming of the MATLAB programs and functions except for 
the Fourier series creation tool “fscreate”. I have also done all the programming and 
installation of the Pointe Controller and its software and accessories. 
 
The mounting plate for the servo, the first and the second prototype of the foot-plate 
mechanism and the modification of the servo’s mounting plate was manufactured by me as 
well as all mentioned circuits in use, cables, contacts, boxes and other equipment. 
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So far, six successful six-hour long experiments have been carried out using the equipment 
and programs developed and implemented in this Thesis, which proves their functionality.92 

3.1 Sinusoidal analysis 
The programs seem to fulfil their tasks. Whether the calculus method completely works is too 
early at this stage to determine, as the biophysical analysis mentioned in chapter 2.1, aren’t 
ready yet. However, subjective preliminary statements from Ochala give positive feedback on 
the plots, suggesting that the programs might fulfil their tasks so far.93 
 
Eventual deviations and outliers in the plots could depend on erroneous chemical and physical 
properties of the test set-up as well as inaccuracies in the calculus programs; something that 
Dr. Kawai has verified.94 The programs seem to run smoothly even though the data amount is 
extensive, and the programs’ interfaces are hopefully quite user friendly. This has not been 
verified as the program bundle is still under development and hasn’t been deployed as a 
regular analysis tool in Dr. J.Ochala’s research group.  The plots below show the results from 
one test run of the programs, using raw data from tests of a human muscle fibre. The same 
raw data has been used all through this Thesis, thus Figures 7 and 8 show the plots of the raw 
data used to generate the plots below. Figure 38 shows how the raw data force vector for 100 
Hz has been truncated, and Figure 39 shows how it has been expanded into a Fourier series 
using 18 harmonics. 
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Figure 38. Plot of the extracted and truncated force vector for 100 Hz 
 

                                                 
92 Larsson (3.3.2007) 
93 Ochala, Julien, Personal communication (13.11.2006) 
94 Kawai, Masataka, Personal communication (13.12.2006) 
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Figure 39. Plot of the Fourier series of the truncated force vector for 100 Hz 
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Figure 40. Plot of the complex modulus, Y(f) 
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Figure 41. Plot of the phase shift for Y(f) 
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Figure 42. Plot of the unwrapped phase shift for Y(f) 
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Figure 43. Plot of the |Y(f)| 
 
As it is possible to see in the plots, especially the one of |Y(f)|, the complex modulus value for 
either 100 Hz or 70 Hz seems to be deviating due to noise, as Kawai states that the amplitude 
for 100 Hz should be higher than the ones for lower frequencies. Kawai says that the noise 
could be caused by significant viscosity in the force detecting system. To cope with this, 
Kawai suggests that measurements using some known elastic material, such as a rubber band, 
could be performed as a calibration step of the set-up. Kawai also suggests that sine and 
cosine functions should be used as reference signals to verify the programs.95 The plot for the 

)( fYm  is not included, as it principally looks the same as the plot for Y(f), except for different 
axis scales due to the multiplication of the coefficients mentioned previously. According to 
Figure 41 and 42 there seems to be no discontinuities in the phase shift function either.  

3.1.1 Future improvement and development 
The impact of the truncation method needs to be evaluated further as well as the fitting of the 
Fourier series. Diagnostic tests will be performed using a rubber band or some similar suitable 
item in addition to the use of sine and cosine functions to help verifying whether the methods 
are valid or not. If the preliminary analysis and the diagnostic tests will verify the correct 
functionality of the programs, error elimination steps as suggested in the article, will be 
performed to reduce the risk of noise or measurement errors. This will be done in addition to 
the determination of different sub- processes’ transfer functions.  
 
The core function of the creation of the Fourier series, “fscreate”, will need to be further 
evaluated as it is extremely important that it really does what it is supposed to do. If the 
Fourier series’ coefficients are derived in an erroneous way, the whole sinusoidal analysis 
could be falsified. Another calculation program, as suggested by Virgil Stokes, based directly 

                                                 
95 Kawai, (13.12.2006) 
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on the Fast Fourier Transform function in MATLAB, “fft”, will therefore be written and 
incorporated in the program “fcalculator” to check whether the results will be the same or 
not.96 

3.2 Servo system 
The servo’s rotation between the two end points is mostly smooth. After some practical trials 
during research sessions, Larsson considered the speed of switch 3 to be sufficient to begin 
with.97 The Pointe Controller counts between the two end points in steps of six when switch 3 
is turned on. Measurements revealed that the rotation angle is approximately 170 degrees, 
which is enough accurate according to Larsson. As the Pointe Controller’s scan interval 
determines the count up and down speed, and therefore the rate of the “simulated” triangular 
wave, the rotation speed was measured manually by studying 100 cycles (back and forth 
movements). The result was that one cycle of movement took in average 3.1 s per cycle. This 
gives a rate of approximately 0.323 Hz for one stride, which is a quite lower rate than the 
initial requested rate of 2.4 Hz. This supports the use of this type of servo in the meantime.  
 
Sometimes, though, the servo shivers and makes small jumps between two positions. When 
testing the servo with a power station and a signal generator instead of the Pointe Controller 
as a source for the input signal, the servo runs smoothly all the time. When measuring the 
output signal from the Pointe Controller, a high frequency AC noise was found. It is probably 
this noise that sometimes corrupts the servo’s movement. 

3.2.1 Future improvement and development 
The noise has to be reduced to provide a constantly smooth servo movement. Urban Wallin 
means that this noise could mainly depend on two things. The first is the fact that the Pointe 
Controller only sends out voltages between 1.281 V and 3.479 V when the 12-bit range is set 
to 0-5 V. This could lead to a quantisation error. But the noise is present even when the Pointe 
Controller is not varying the output voltage and sends out a fix value (for example 5 V), 
which indicates that the noise probably has another origin. The second alternative is that a 
DC/DC transformer inside the Pointe Controller or the analogue module causes the noise. 
According to Wallin this could be difficult to reduce with filters. Therefore Wallin suggests 
the circuit below which copes with both the mentioned problems. It also gives the user the 
possibility to manually change the servo’s offset (start point of the rotation) and its angle of 
rotation by using two potentiometers. Further it allows the Pointe Controller to send out 
voltages within the full 12-bit 0-5 V range, not only a fraction of it as in the present 
configuration. The speed of the rotation will still be needed to be configured in the same way 
as in the present configuration (switches are something equivalent), but the new circuit gives 
the user more initial calibration options. The circuit will be constructed, implemented and 
evaluated as soon as possible.98 
 

                                                 
96 Stokes, Virgil, Personal communication (26.3.2007) 
97 Larsson (3.3.2007) 
98 Wallin, Urban, Personal communication (27.3.2007) 
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Figure 44. Urban Wallin’s circuit outline99 
 
A new mounting plate for the servo has to be constructed, which will be more convenient to 
work with and that will minimise the risk of chafe during the experiments.  
 
The “gas-pedal” might also be modified and made more ergonomic, so that the risk of chafe is 
minimised. At the moment the foot is attached to the pedal with adhesive tape, but some kind 
of straps or something similar attached to the “gas-pedal” might be more convenient to use. 

3.3 Valves 
The change of the control of the valves seems to work well. The Pointe Controller provides an 
independent control that is not relying on a PC that might crash. So far the Pointe Controller 
has been running without any interruptions during the experiments, which indicates its 
stability as a PLC- controller. At the moment, there seems to be no need of any improvements 
of the valves’ control. 

3.4 System integration and fitting 
The common two-headed data cable works fine, and the fitting of the rail in the laboratory is 
also satisfactory. There are no problems with heat sinking in the little box or in the servo 
driver, which might prevent normal operation. 

3.4.1 Future improvement and development 
The hard-wired wires from the Pointe Controller’s modules are gathered in one common cable 
from the Pointe Controller. This common cable is hanging freely without being attached to the 
Pointe Controller or to the rail. If this cable is suddenly pulled, the separate wires might get 
pulled out from the modules. Therefore this cable needs to be attached in an appropriate way.  

                                                 
99 Wallin (27.3.2007) 
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Appendix 1. MATLAB Code 
[dataimport] 
% This program loads a txt file and creates a matrix. Output data are the 
% length and force vectors from the txt file. Author: Hans Antehed 
 
function [length, force] = dataimport 
clear; 
load -ascii values.txt; 
data=values; 
j=1; 
for i=1:size(data)  
    le(j,1)=data(j,2); 
    fo(j,1)=data(j,4); 
    j=j+1; 
end 
length=le; 
force=fo; 
 
[twister] 
% This program loads a txt file, creates a matrix, extract the length and 
% force vector, turn these values 180 degrees and repaste them into the 
% matrix. Output data are the modified vectors for length and force data. 
% Modified so only the length is twisted. Author: Hans Antehed 
 
function [lengthMod, forceMod]= twister 
[length,force, data] = dataimport; 
k=1; 
refL = length(1,1); 
refF = force(1,1); 
lengthN = length - refL; 
%%forceN = force - refF; 
for i=1:size(length)  
    leM(k,1) = lengthN(k,1)-(2*(lengthN(k,1))); 
    %%foM(k,1) = forceN(k,1) - (2*(forceN(k,1))); 
    k=k+1; 
end 
lengthMod = leM + refL; 
%%forceMod = foM + refF; 
%lengthMod=length; 
forceMod = force; 
 
[setup] 
%This is the setup program. It imports data from a txt file, extract the 
%force and length vectors, and turn the length vector. It also extracts 
%data for each frequency, so the user will be able to visually determine 
%which values to use, so the "fscreate" program can receive exactly one 
%period of data. Author: Hans Antehed 
 
[lengthVector, forceVector, orgDataTable]=twister; 
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%The following intervals will be used to setup separate vectors for each 
%frequency interval, to enable plotting and further settings.  
%100 Hz: 100-130 ms 3000 
%70 Hz: 130-170 ms 4000 
%50 Hz: 170-220 ms 5000 
%35 Hz: 220-290 ms 7000 
%25 Hz: 290-380 ms 9000 
%17 Hz: 380-450 ms 7000 
%11 Hz: 450-560 ms 11000 
%7.5 Hz: 560-700 ms 14000 
%5 Hz: 700-910 ms 21000 
%3.2 Hz: 910-1310 ms 40000 
%2 Hz: 1310-1910 ms 60000 
%1 Hz: 1910-3000 ms 108000 
%0.5 Hz: 3000-5100 ms 210000 
%0.25 Hz: 5100-9200 ms 410000 
 
%As the A/D sampling rate is 10000 Hz the index numbers will be 10 times 
%greater, and the starting point will be 100*10 - 999 = 1. 
%In this section the length and the force vectors are split up in separate 
%vectors for each frequency. 
 
c=1; 
for c=1:301         
    length100(c,1)=lengthVector(c,1); 
    force100(c,1)=forceVector(c,1); 
    c=c+1; 
end 
     
c=1; 
for c=1:399         
    length70(c,1)=lengthVector(c+301,1); 
    force70(c,1)=forceVector(c+301,1); 
    c=c+1; 
end 
 
c=1; 
for c=1:499         
    length50(c,1)=lengthVector(c+701,1); 
    force50(c,1)=forceVector(c+701,1); 
    c=c+1; 
end 
 
c=1; 
for c=1:699         
    length35(c,1)=lengthVector(c+1201,1); 
    force35(c,1)=forceVector(c+1201,1); 
    c=c+1; 
end 
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c=1; 
for c=1:899         
    length25(c,1)=lengthVector(c+1901,1); 
    force25(c,1)=forceVector(c+1901,1); 
    c=c+1; 
end 
 
c=1; 
for c=1:699         
    length17(c,1)=lengthVector(c+2801,1); 
    force17(c,1)=forceVector(c+2801,1); 
    c=c+1; 
end 
 
c=1; 
for c=1:1099         
    length11(c,1)=lengthVector(c+3501,1); 
    force11(c,1)=forceVector(c+3501,1); 
    c=c+1; 
end 
 
c=1; 
for c=1:1399         
    length7k5(c,1)=lengthVector(c+4601,1); 
    force7k5(c,1)=forceVector(c+4601,1); 
    c=c+1; 
end 
 
c=1; 
for c=1:2099         
    length5(c,1)=lengthVector(c+6001,1); 
    force5(c,1)=forceVector(c+6001,1); 
    c=c+1; 
end 
 
c=1; 
for c=1:3999         
    length3k2(c,1)=lengthVector(c+8101,1); 
    force3k2(c,1)=forceVector(c+8101,1); 
    c=c+1; 
end 
 
c=1; 
for c=1:5999         
    length2(c,1)=lengthVector(c+12101,1); 
    force2(c,1)=forceVector(c+12101,1); 
    c=c+1; 
end 
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c=1; 
for c=1:10799         
    length1(c,1)=lengthVector(c+18101,1); 
    force1(c,1)=forceVector(c+18101,1); 
    c=c+1; 
end 
 
c=1; 
for c=1:20999         
    length0k5(c,1)=lengthVector(c+29901,1); 
    force0k5(c,1)=forceVector(c+29901,1); 
    c=c+1; 
end 
 
c=1; 
for c=1:40999         
    length0k25(c,1)=lengthVector(c+50001,1); 
    force0k25(c,1)=forceVector(c+50001,1); 
    c=c+1; 
end 
 
display('Please carefully study plots and the array editor for'); 
display('both length and force vectors for each frequency before'); 
display('running the main program!'); 
display('Note which index number the appropriate start and stop time steps'); 
display('have for each force and length period, and type those in when prompted!'); 
 
[matrixcreate] 
%This program allows the user to easily construct a matrix containing all 
%the index numbers that are being used. Author: Hans Antehed 
 
display('Plese enter the index numbers you have chosen!'); 
matrix(1,1)=input('Enter first index number for the 100 Hz length: '); 
matrix(1,2)=input('Enter last index number for the 100 Hz length: '); 
matrix(1,3)=input('Enter first index number for the 100 Hz force: '); 
matrix(1,4)=input('Enter second index number for the 100 Hz force: '); 
matrix(2,1)=input('Enter first index number for 70 Hz length: '); 
matrix(2,2)=input('Enter last index number for 70 Hz length: '); 
matrix(2,3)=input('Enter first index number for 70 Hz force: '); 
matrix(2,4)=input('Enter last index number for 70 Hz force: '); 
matrix(3,1)=input('Enter first index number for 50 Hz length: '); 
matrix(3,2)=input('Enter last index number for 50 Hz length: '); 
matrix(3,3)=input('Enter first index number for 50 Hz force: '); 
matrix(3,4)=input('Enter last index number for 50 Hz force: '); 
matrix(4,1)=input('Enter first index number for 35 Hz length: '); 
matrix(4,2)=input('Enter last index number for 35 Hz length: '); 
matrix(4,3)=input('Enter first index number for 35 Hz force: '); 
matrix(4,4)=input('Enter last index number for 35 Hz force: '); 
matrix(5,1)=input('Enter first index number for 25 Hz length: '); 
matrix(5,2)=input('Enter last index number for 25 Hz length: '); 
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matrix(5,3)=input('Enter first index number for 25 Hz force: '); 
matrix(5,4)=input('Enter last index number for 25 Hz force: '); 
matrix(6,1)=input('Enter first index number for 17 Hz length: '); 
matrix(6,2)=input('Enter last index number for 17 Hz length: '); 
matrix(6,3)=input('Enter first index number for 17 Hz force: '); 
matrix(6,4)=input('Enter last index number for 17 Hz force: '); 
matrix(7,1)=input('Enter first index number for 11 Hz length: '); 
matrix(7,2)=input('Enter last index number for 11 Hz length: '); 
matrix(7,3)=input('Enter first index number for 11 Hz force: '); 
matrix(7,4)=input('Enter last index number for 11 Hz force: '); 
matrix(8,1)=input('Enter first index number for 7.5 Hz length: '); 
matrix(8,2)=input('Enter last index number for 7.5 Hz length: '); 
matrix(8,3)=input('Enter first index number for 7.5 Hz force: '); 
matrix(8,4)=input('Enter last index number for 7.5 Hz force: '); 
matrix(9,1)=input('Enter first index number for 5 Hz length: '); 
matrix(9,2)=input('Enter last index number for 5 Hz length: '); 
matrix(9,3)=input('Enter first index number for 5 Hz force: '); 
matrix(9,4)=input('Enter last index number for 5 Hz force: '); 
matrix(10,1)=input('Enter first index number for 3.2 Hz length: '); 
matrix(10,2)=input('Enter last index number for 3.2 Hz length: '); 
matrix(10,3)=input('Enter first index number for 3.2 Hz force: '); 
matrix(10,4)=input('Enter last index number for 3.2 Hz force: '); 
matrix(11,1)=input('Enter first index number for 2 Hz length: '); 
matrix(11,2)=input('Enter last index number for 2 Hz length: '); 
matrix(11,3)=input('Enter first index number for 2 Hz force: '); 
matrix(11,4)=input('Enter last index number for 2 Hz force: '); 
matrix(12,1)=input('Enter first index number for 1 Hz length: '); 
matrix(12,2)=input('Enter last index number for 1 Hz length: '); 
matrix(12,3)=input('Enter first index number for 1 Hz force: '); 
matrix(12,4)=input('Enter last index number for 1 Hz force: '); 
matrix(13,1)=input('Enter first index number for 0.5 Hz length: '); 
matrix(13,2)=input('Enter last index number for 0.5 Hz length: '); 
matrix(13,3)=input('Enter first index number for 0.5 Hz force: '); 
matrix(13,4)=input('Enter last index number for 0.5 Hz force: '); 
matrix(14,1)=input('Enter first index number for 0.25 Hz length: '); 
matrix(14,2)=input('Enter last index number for 0.25 Hz length: '); 
matrix(14,3)=input('Enter first index number for 0.25 Hz force: '); 
matrix(14,4)=input('Enter last index number for 0.25 Hz force: '); 
 
[fcalculator] 
%This function takes as input the "twisted" length and force vectors for the selected 
frequency,  
%and the index numbers that are preferred to receive exactly one period.  
%Afterwards it creates time steps and calculates the Fourier series. Output argument is 
%the first (positive) Fourier series’ constant, Kn1. Author: Hans Antehed 
 
function [Kn1length, Kn1force, lengthNew, Seriel]=fcalculator(lengthVector, forceVector, 
lindex1, lindex2, findex1, findex2) 
 
for c=1:(lindex2-lindex1+1)               %The "preferred" length vector is calculated 
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    lengthNew(c)=lengthVector(c+lindex1-1); 
    c=c+1; 
end 
lengthNew(end)=lengthNew(1); 
 
for d=1:(findex2-findex1+1)               %The "preferred" force vector is calculated 
    forceNew(d)=forceVector(d+findex1-1); 
    d=d+1; 
end 
forceNew(end)=forceNew(1); 
 
for e=1:length(lengthNew) %Time vector for the length is created 
    tl(e,1)=e; 
    e=e+1; 
end 
 
for f=1:length(forceNew) %Time vector for the force is created 
    tf(f,1)=f; 
    f=f+1; 
end 
 
N=18; %Number of harmonics 
[Seriel, Knl]=fscreate(tl, lengthNew, N); %Fourier serie for the length 
 
[Serief, Knf]=fscreate(tf, forceNew, N);  %Fourier serie for the force 
 
Kn1length= Knl(1,(ceil(length(Knl)/2)+1)); %Coefficient 1 is saved 
 
Kn1force= Knf(1,(ceil(length(Knf)/2)+1)); %Coefficient 1 is saved 
 
[main] 
%This is the main program for calculating the Fourier series. 
%Please run  the setup program first, and study the The user is 
%promptet to type in the index numbers for each frequency intervall's start 
%and end point. Then run "maxtrixcreate". Afterwards the program extracts the values for 
each 
%frequency and calculates the Fourier series. Further the coefficients are 
%being used according to the formulas in Kawai's paper. Author: Hans 
%Antehed 
 
 
%---------- The different Fourier coefficients are saved in two vectors 
[x1,y1]=fcalculator(length0k25, force0k25, matrix(14,1), matrix(14,2), matrix(14,3), 
matrix(14,4)); 
Knlength(1,1)=x1; 
Knforce(1,1)=y1; 
 
[x2,y2]=fcalculator(length0k5, force0k5, matrix(13,1), matrix(13,2), matrix(13,3), 
matrix(13,4)); 
Knlength(1,2)=x2; 
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Knforce(1,2)=y2; 
 
[x3,y3]=fcalculator(length1, force1, matrix(12,1), matrix(12,2), matrix(12,3), matrix(12,4)); 
Knlength(1,3)=x3; 
Knforce(1,3)=y3; 
 
[x4,y4]=fcalculator(length2, force2, matrix(11,1), matrix(11,2), matrix(11,3), matrix(11,4)); 
Knlength(1,4)=x4; 
Knforce(1,4)=y4; 
 
[x5,y5]=fcalculator(length3k2, force3k2, matrix(10,1), matrix(10,2), matrix(10,3), 
matrix(10,4)); 
Knlength(1,5)=x5; 
Knforce(1,5)=y5; 
 
[x6,y6]=fcalculator(length5, force5, matrix(9,1), matrix(9,2), matrix(9,3), matrix(9,4)); 
Knlength(1,6)=x6; 
Knforce(1,6)=y6; 
 
[x7,y7]=fcalculator(length7k5, force7k5, matrix(8,1), matrix(8,2), matrix(8,3), matrix(8,4)); 
Knlength(1,7)=x7; 
Knforce(1,7)=y7; 
 
[x8,y8]=fcalculator(length11, force11, matrix(7,1), matrix(7,2), matrix(7,3), matrix(7,4)); 
Knlength(1,8)=x8; 
Knforce(1,8)=y8; 
 
[x9,y9]=fcalculator(length17, force17, matrix(6,1), matrix(6,2), matrix(6,3), matrix(6,4)); 
Knlength(1,9)=x9; 
Knforce(1,9)=y9; 
 
[x10,y10]=fcalculator(length25, force25, matrix(5,1), matrix(5,2), matrix(5,3), matrix(5,4)); 
Knlength(1,10)=x10; 
Knforce(1,10)=y10; 
 
[x11,y11]=fcalculator(length35, force35, matrix(4,1), matrix(4,2), matrix(4,3), matrix(4,4)); 
Knlength(1,11)=x11; 
Knforce(1,11)=y11; 
 
[x12,y12]=fcalculator(length50, force50, matrix(3,1), matrix(3,2), matrix(3,3), matrix(3,4)); 
Knlength(1,12)=x12; 
Knforce(1,12)=y12; 
 
[x13,y13]=fcalculator(length70, force70,matrix(2,1), matrix(2,2), matrix(2,3), matrix(2,4)); 
Knlength(1,13)=x13; 
Knforce(1,13)=y13; 
 
[x14,y14]=fcalculator(length100, force100, matrix(1,1), matrix(1,2), matrix(1,3), 
matrix(1,4)); 
Knlength(1,14)=x14; 
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Knforce(1,14)=y14; 
 
%----------- The Yf vector is calculated and plotted 
j=1; 
for j=1:length(Knlength) 
    Yf(1,j) = Knforce(1,j)/Knlength(1,j); 
    j=j+1; 
end 
 
figure(1); 
clf; 
plot((Yf),'-o'); 
xlabel('Real values'); 
ylabel('Imag values'); 
title('Plot of Y(f)'); 
 
%--------- The |Yf| is calculated and plotted 
Yf2=abs(Yf) 
figure(2); 
clf; 
xscale=[0.25 0.5 1 2 3.2 5 7.5 11 17 25 35 50 70 100]; 
semilogx(xscale, Yf2, '-o'); 
xlabel('0.25-100 Hz, one point for each measured frequency'); 
ylabel('|Y(f)|'); 
title('Plot of |Y(f)|'); 
 
%--------- The phase angle for Y(f) is calculated and plotted 
k=angle(Yf); 
figure(3); 
clf; 
semilogx(xscale, k*180/pi, '-o'); 
xlabel('0.25-100 Hz, one point for each measured frequency'); 
ylabel('Degrees'); 
title('Plot of phase shift for Y(f)'); 
 
%--------- The unwrapped phase angle for Y(f) is calculated and plotted 
kk=unwrap(k); 
figure(4); 
clf; 
semilogx(xscale, kk*180/pi, '-o'); 
xlabel('0.25-100 Hz, one point for each measured frequency'); 
ylabel('Degrees'); 
title('Plot of the unwrapped phase shift for Y(f)'); 
 
[fscreate] 
As this is a function created by D.C Hanselman, and downloaded from MathWorks website, 
only the description of the function will be mentioned.  
 
function [FSfun,Kn]=fscreate(varargin) 
%FSCREATE Create Fourier Series Function. 
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% [FSfun,Kn] = FSCREATE(...) creates a function handle FSfun containing the 
% complex exponential Fourier Series created from its input arguments. The 
% optional output Kn is a row vector containing the complex exponential 
% Fourier Series coefficients: Kn = [K(-N) ... K(0) ... K(N)] 
% 
% FSfun = FSCREATE(t,f,N,TYPE) computes the Fourier Series of a signal 
% tabulated in the real-valued data vectors t and f. 
% t is a monotonically increasing time vector with the signal period being 
% T = t(end)-t(1). f(1)=f(end) is required. 
% N is the number of harmonics. If N is empty or not given, N = 64. 
% TYPE is a string describing the signal type described by the data t and f. 
% If TYPE is not given or if TYPE = 'foh' (First Order Hold), the Fourier 
% Series coefficients are computed by assuming that the input data is 
% piecewise linear between the data points. 
% If TYPE = 'zoh' (Zero Order Hold), the Fourier Series coefficients are 
% computed by assuming that the input data is piecewise constant between 
% the data points. 
% The FFT is not used, so no aliasing occurs. 
% 
% FSfun = FSCREATE(WAVE,T,N,P) returns the Fourier Series of known 
% waveforms. WAVE is a character string identifying the desired waveform, 
% T is the period, and N is the number of harmonics computed. If N is empty 
% or not given, N = 64. P is a vector of optional parameters required for 
% some waveforms. See below for waveforms and parameters. 
% 
% FSfun = FSCREATE(Kn,T) creates a Fourier Series function using the Fourier 
% series vector Kn and period T. Kn is a row vector of the complex 
% exponential Fourier series coefficients Kn = [K(-N) ... K(0) ... K(N)] 
% where K(n) is the n-th term, e.g., K(0) is the DC term, and N is the 
% number of harmonics. 
% 
% FSfun2 = FSCREATE(FSfun,'Op',P) performs the operation specified by the 
% string 'Op' on the Fourier Series function handle FSfun, returning a new 
% Fourier series function handle. P is a parameter needed for some 'Op'. 
% 
% Operation   DESCRIPTION 
% diff        differentiate the Fourier Series. 
% int         integrate the Fourier Series, ignoring the DC or average term 
%             and returning a Fourier Series having zero average. 
% mirror      time mirror (Fourier Series of f(-t)). 
% smooth      apply Blackman window to the Fourier Series (minimize Gibb's) 
% trim        trim negligible real and imaginary elements. 
% even        extract the even time part (real parts). 
% odd         extract the odd time part (imaginary parts). 
% halfwave    extract the halfwave part, (odd harmonics). 
% nodc        remove DC or average value term (K(0) = 0). 
% dc          P = desired DC or average value (K(0) = P). 
% add         P = amount to add to DC or average value (K(0)=K(0)+P). 
% delay       P = normalized delay to apply to FSfun, P = 1 is one period. 
% delay       P = 'odd' or P = 'even' apply delay to achieve given symmetry. 
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% scale       P = amplitude scale factor to apply to FSfun (P*Kn) 
% period      P = desired period to associate with Fourier Series. 
% resize      P = number of harmonics desired in result. If P<N terms are 
%             deleted; if P>N zeros are padded onto Kn. 
% tag         P = tag character string to store with function handle  
% 
% FSFUN2 = FSCREATE(FSfun,Num,Den) returns a Fourier Series function 
% describing the response of a system given by numerator and denominator 
% polynomials Num and Den respectively to the input Fourier Series FSfun. 
% 
% FSfun = FSCREATE(FSfunA,'Op',FSfunB) performs the mathematical operation 
% specified by the string 'Op' on the underlying time signals in the input 
% Fourier Series functions. 'Op' is one of the following '+' (addition), 
% '-' (subtraction), '*' (multiplication). The period of FSfunA and FSfunB 
% are assumed to be equal. 
% 
% FSCREATE(...,Tag) where character string Tag is the last input argument, 
% stores the string Tag in the function handle for possible retrieval later. 
% Tag can be any character string. 
% 
% FSCREATE('WAVE',T,N,P) Waveforms 
%  WAVE       DESCRIPTION 
% 'square'    square wave, odd symmetry, zero mean, 
% 'saw'       sawtooth, positive slope, odd symmetry, zero mean, 
%             P = fractional fall time, 0 < P < 0.5. If not given, P = 0. 
% 'rsaw'      reversed sawtooth, same as 'sawtooth' but negative slope 
%             P = fractional fall time, 0 < P < 0.5. If not given, P = 0. 
% 'triangle'  triangle, even symmetry, zero mean. 
% 'pulse'     pulse train, positive valued, even symmetry 
%             P(1) = fractional duty cycle or fractional time High, 
%             0 < P(1) < 1. If not given, P(1) = 1/2. 
%             P(2) = fractional rise and fall time, 0 < P(2) < (1-P(1))/2. 
%             If not given, P(2) = 0. 
% 'bipolar'   bipolar pulse train, odd symmetry, zero mean, 
%             P(1) = fractional duty cycle, 0 < P(1) < 1. If not given, 
%             P(1) = 2/3. 
%             P(2) = fractional rise and fall time, 0 < P(2) < (1-P(1))/4. 
%             If not given, P(2) = 0. 
% 'trap'      trapezoidal wave, odd symmetry, zero mean, 
%             P = fractional duty cycle, 0 < P < 1. If not given, P = 2/3. 
% 'full'      full wave rectified sine wave with the period equal to that 
%             of the sine wave being rectified. 
% 'half'      half wave rectified sine wave. 
% 's2s'       sine-to-square wave, odd symmetry, zero mean, 
%             P = normalized morph between a sine wave and a square wave, 
%             P = 0 is a sine wave, P = 1 is a square wave, 
%             0 < P < 1 is a flat-topped wave with sinusoidal transitions. 
%             If not given, P = 1/2. 
% 'sine'      sine wave, P = harmonic number. If not given, P = 1. 
% 'cosine'    cosine wave,  P = harmonic number. If not given, P = 1. 
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% 'dc'        constant or dc value. 
% 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% The created Fourier Series function handle FSfun provides the following: 
% 
% SYNTAX           DESCRIPTION 
% 
% FSfun(t)         evaluate function at the points in numerical array t. 
% 
% FSfun('tag')     return the Tag string stored in FSfun. 
% FSfun('coef')    return Fourier Series coefficient row vector, Kn. 
% FSfun('period')  return function period, T. 
% FSfun('size')    return number of harmonics, N. 
% FSfun('avg')     return DC or average value. 
% FSfun('msv')     return mean square value (Parseval's Theorem). 
% FSfun('max')     return maximum function value. 
% FSfun('min')     return minimum function value. 
% FSfun('thd')     return total harmonic distortion relative to fundamental. 
% FSfun('one')     return one-sided line spectra amplitude vector, i.e., 
%                        [ |K(0)| 2*|K(1)| ... 2*|K(N)| ] 
% FSfun('phase')   return one-sided line spectra phase vector in Degrees, 
%                  i.e., [ angle(K(0)) angle(K(1)) ... angle(K(N)) ] 
% FSfun('sine')    return a vector of the one-sided Fourier Series sine 
%                  coefficients, sine portion of trigonometric FS form 
% FSfun('cosine')  return a vector of the one-sided Fourier Series cosine 
%                  coefficients, cosine portion of trigonometric FS form 
% FSfun('all')     return a structure having field names equal to the above 
%                  string arguments with contents equal to associated data 
%                  as described above, e.g., out.coef is the coefficients. 
% 
% FSfun('plot')    create a TIME plot of one period of the Fourier Series 
% FSfun('spectra') create a STEM plot of the one-sided spectra 
% 
% FSfun( {'area', [Tmin Tmax]} ) returns the area under the Fourier Series 
%                                over the time range Tmin <= t <= Tmax. 
% FSfun( {'plot', [Tmin Tmax]} ) creates the TIME plot over the time range 
%                                Tmin <= t <= Tmax. 
% FSfun( {'spectra', [Nmin Nmax]} ) creates the STEM plot over the positive 
%                                   harmonic index range Nmin to Nmax. 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
% D.C. Hanselman, University of Maine, Orono, ME 04469 
% MasteringMatlab@yahoo.com 
% Mastering MATLAB 7 
% 2006-01-01, revised 2006-01-03, 2006-03-08, 2006-05-18, 2006-07-03 
% 2006-10-03 
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Appendix 2. RS232 to RJ-11 Download Cable 
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 Appendix 3. Flow Chart for the valves’ control 
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